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March 2006 Volume 10 Number 2

10  ATA Show Wrap-Up
Editor/Publisher Tim Dehn and Business Editor

John Kasun teamed up to put together the heart of
this issue, coverage from the ATA Show in Atlanta
that stretches from page 10 all the way to page 62. We
built the cover image around Arnie Alexander, part
of the Hudalla Associates sales rep group that pro-
vides nation-wide representation for Bear and the
other bow, accessory and arrow brands from
Escalade Sports.

Can you identify the rest of our cover subjects?
They are (clockwise from upper right): Adrianne
Prince guiding a “bottle model” for Dead Down
Wind; Mark Garcia, Lorraine Hellinghausen and
Danny Kerley, who head up sales at Truglo; Shane
Osmond and Mike Luper in the Hoyt booth; outdoor
photographer Lon Lauber with a Leupold
rangefinder; outdoor writer Bob Humphrey with
Steve Gruber of Frigid Forage; Robinson Outdoor’s
David Mayer with a bottle model promoting the
Edge supplement; Howard Winther with his tiny
Liberty Archery bow, Joe Blanco and Steve Von
Strohe by the new TechnoHunt control center; Toni
Diruscio and Rick Kinsey by a “Spin To Win” dealer
promotion; Hank the talking whitetail from Tinks,
and Chris and Bob Deston of BCY.

ArrowTrade would like to thank these manufacturers and distributors, plus the nearly 175 others
who helped us put together show coverage for our strongest March issue ever. Read the entire section,
or find companies that interest you in the product directory that appears on pages 82 and 83.

6 From The Publisher: Getting Your 
Money’s Worth From TV Sponsorship
Tim Dehn passes along advice from a top independent 
video producer on ways you can tell a good investment
in a hunting program or video from a poor one.

7 Product Showcase
New Silver XP scent killers and a compact new 
Copperhead Xtra Release from T.R.U. Ball.

Outdoor Video Workshop host Wade Nolan knows how
to promote products within the body of a program.
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64 ATA News
& Views
Why the ATA
Show will be 
back in 
Atlanta next 
January and 
what factors 
may have 
reduced
dealer 
attendance 
at this year’s January 5-7 show in that same convention center.

66 Industry News
Coverage of special events held during the 2006 ATA Show 
and a nation-wide list of contacts for the National Archery 
in the Schools Program.

72 Selling Non-Traditional Treestands
Why your next tree-stand customer may not be looking
for a climber or a hang-on. By John Kasun.

79 Business Break: Handling Trade-In Requests

82 Product Directory

84 Coach’s Corner: Coping With Target Panic.
Larry Wise can show you how to keep customers shooting if 
they’ll follow a careful regime to retrain mind and muscles.

92 Dealer to Dealer: Family Friendly Retailing
Find out what standards dealers set for their staff and 
customers, and how they enforce them.

96 2006 Bow Lines: Kodiak Outdoors

98 2006 Bow Lines: Archery Research

100 2006 Bow Lines: Alpine Archery

101 2006 Bow Lines: Fred Bear

102 2006 Bow Lines: Darton Archery

104 Traditional Focus: Accessories
Dale Karch and Todd Smith help you find 
the inexpensive little things that can add up
to big profits.

110 Dealer Bow Report:
Mathews Switchback XT
How does Mathews, Inc., follow up the 
best-selling bow in the company’s history? 
By developing an offshoot that in some
respects is more impressive. By Jon E. Silks
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Can you imagine a hunting magazine expecting
advertisers to be satisfied with a small logo on
the back cover, right alongside all the other

“sponsor” logos?
Sounds crazy, right? Then again, it sounds like what’s

being offered by some of the hunting programs that have
proliferated on cable and satellite networks. Despite the
fragmented nature of today’s viewing audience, there’s
an alure about being “on TV” that seems to loosen the
purse-strings around hard-earned marketing dollars.
Because I handle marketing duties for a handful of
advertising clients, I also field calls from program hosts
and producers who’d like a share of the budget I’m
directing to bowhunting magazines. Some clearly are
trying to do a good job for their sponsors, but I also got
the distinct impression from others that they were just
out to subsidize their personal hunting trips.

Wade Nolan and I discussed this subject in depth when
I joined his Whitetail University last fall in West Virginia,
for several days of whitetail hunting and manufacturer
seminars. Trained as a biologist, Nolan is one of the pio-
neers in the hunting video business, coming to it from
filming wildlife footage seen on the broadcast networks in
the late 80s and early 90s. He’s produced over 100 hunting
videos and those videos have sold over 2 million copies. In
more recent years, Nolan has concentrated his writing,
filming and editing skills in producing DVDs manufactur-
ers can co-package with their products. Still, he’s a keen
observer of what’s happening with hunting programs and
videos, and he was surprisingly blunt in his views.

“There are a lot of pathetic programs getting aired,
both from the point of view of production quality, and
they’re pathetic from the point of view of being a good
marketing tool. From what I’ve seen, a very small per-
centage of these producers know how to soft-sell prod-
uct authentically to the audience they’ve captured.”

Earlier in the week I’d seen Nolan soft-sell our own
group on the benefits of Gorilla’s new line of climbing
stands, while he used one in a session on treestand safe-
ty. We learned how we could climb almost as fast with a
harness we’d attached at ground level, and have zero
chance of falling. But we also learned how the bright
orange cable ends now self-align with the pivoting
GorillaGrip arms, for easier hook-up in low light. (That’s
Nolan in the photo at upper right.)

“So many hunting programs today are simply enter-
tainment,” Nolan told me. “They think that rolling the
credits at the end is the only payback a sponsor needs.

TV is storytelling. You can tell a story and include the
product in a way that creates a want. It’s subtle, but if
you do it right, the viewer goes away feeling that he
needs that new muzzleloader, or that better binoculars.”

Nolan said he likes to spend two or three days with a
manufacturer before starting a video project, to make
sure he understands not only key features of the product
line, but what objections people may have to purchas-
ing. “If you know what the objections are, then you can
craft a story line to help overcome them.”

For the past several years, Nolan has been offering
workshops on crafting better hunting videos. One seg-
ment he likes to show early on is a scene of a hunter
glassing for game. Because the production values are
good, most attendees rate it pretty highly. Until he asks
them to name the brand of binocular. The logo was
never shown. “Try to put yourself in the client’s shoes,”
he’ll tell his audience. “If you were the optics manufac-
turer and had written a $35,000 check to become one of
the sponsors for a season, how would you feel after view-
ing that segment?” 

Whitetail University’s Outdoor Video Workshop is set
for April 21-23 in Pittsburgh. Most students will be exist-
ing or aspiring video producers. But the workshop could
also be a great guide for manufacturers who want to
make sure they’re getting their money’s worth from any
program or video they sponsor. If you’d like more infor-
mation about the workshop, call (888) 742-0074.

Getting Your Money’s Worth From TV
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